"The Academy prepares students to understand and contribute to, and succeed in a rapidly changing world, and thus become responsible, contributing members of society. We ensure that our students develop the skills a sound liberal arts education provides, and the competencies essential for success and leadership in the emerging creative economy. We also lead in generating practical and theoretical knowledge that enables people to better understand our world and improve conditions for local and global communities. All in all, we strive for educational excellence through living and learning with integrity and purpose. Everywhere you look within our campuses, you will find inspired determination and motivated leadership."

CELEBRATIONS

Eid Gala:
The Academy organized a grand Eid carnival on 30th July 2016. It was an exhilarating event for our students, their families and friends. Several fun-filled activities were set up for the attendees to engage in.

Cultural Walk:
Students of The Academy participated in a cultural walk in the Azaadi Celebration Cricket Match between Showbiz XI and Army XI, organised by Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF) at Moin Khan Cricket Academy.

Defence Day:
The Academy celebrated Defence Day to pay tribute to the martyrs of 1965 War who sacrificed their lives to defend their country. The school was honored to have Force Commander Anti-Narcotics Force (ANF) Sindh, Brig. Mohd. Abu Zar as the chief guest of the event.

Iqbal Day Coverage by TV One:
The Academy paid tribute to Hakeem-ul-Ummat, Dr. Allama Muhammad Iqbal by organising a grand and informative Morning Assembly based on Iqbal's poetry, philosophy and struggle for the separate nation. The whole program was covered by TV One channel.

Colour Day:
The Pre-primary section of The Academy celebrated colours day in the month of October with flare and hilarity. Children came to school dressed up according to the colour assigned to them; it was a fun filled activity. Designed to help the youngest children to identify the colors.

Pet Day:
The Academy celebrated Pet Day with great excitement and energy. The students brought their pets from their homes as well. They observed different animals they brought like fish, cat, chicks, parrots, pigeons, rabbits etc. Through this activity children developed love and care for their pets and wild life.
Teacher’s Day:
Students of The Academy celebrated the Teacher’s day to appreciate and honour their teachers for their contribution in guiding and shaping the minds of students. They did small speeches in English and Urdu, recited poems and presented a dance performance on a song on teachers.

Flag Formation Activity:
About 800 students from The Academy Main Campus gathered in the sports ground to form a Pakistani Flag to honour our National Heroes on 14th of August.

14th August Celebration:
Independence Day was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm at The Academy. The morning began with the recitation of Quranic verses followed by national anthem and flag hoisting ceremony. The students presented speeches in English and Urdu to share their thoughts. The school sang patriotic songs and waved national flags in the air to express their joy. A quiz session was also held based on the questions related to our country.

CONTESTS
Winners of International Kangaroo Science Contest
The Academy enthusiastically participated in the International Kangaroo Science Contest organized by Kangourou Sans Frontieres - Pakistan. The students from Grade 1-8 participated in the contest. The basic idea of the school has been to promote confidence in our students towards the state of the art topics relevant to the subject.

GULSHAN CAMPUS II
Farha Faraz, Grade: II (GOLD MEDAL), Muhammad Naeem, Grade: II (GOLD MEDAL), Amna Shafiq, Grade: II (GOLD MEDAL), Hiba Khunam, Grade: I (GOLD MEDAL), Rozheen Fatima, Grade: III (BRONZE MEDAL), Fatima Nauman Farooq, Grade: IV (BRONZE MEDAL).

MAIN CAMPUS
Mareeha Noman, Grade: II (GOLD MEDAL), Anahita Amir Awan, Grade: III (BRONZE MEDAL), Maryam Rehan, Grade: IV (BRONZE MEDAL), Syed Ahmed Zaidi, Grade: IV (BRONZE MEDAL).

ArtBeat-Rung Bahar Contest:
Students of The Academy participated in ArtBeat-National Child Art Competition and Exhibitions to promote visual culture among children and youth. Theme of the contest was “Rung Bahar”, Rung depicted playing with colours to express feelings and Bahar represented celebrating spring and happiness.

Pakistan Math Contest 2017 by CEATS:
The Academy is participating in “Pakistan Math Contest - 2017” organized by Centre for Educational Assessment and Testing Services. Large number of students will be participating from Grade 1-6. The competition has been proven to be the most effective event to make math and science enjoyable and popular subjects at all levels in school and colleges. The competition aims to provide a national level recognition to the top performing students at a very early stage of their life.

Spelling Bee Contest
Students of The Academy exhibited their knowledge of vocabulary by participating in 12th Dawn Spelling Bee Contest 2016, held at the Arts Council of Pakistan Karachi. It was a highly spirited and competitive contest which boosted the sportsmanship in our students.
WWF-Pakistan's Art's Contest
The Academy is delighted to host WWF-Pakistan's Dreams for Tomorrow's-Nationwide Art Competition on 25th November 2016, where our students produced imaginative sketches of environmental art. We are proud to announce that Wania Jawed, student of Grade I-Blue of North Nazimabad Campus II has won 2nd position in this competition.

EXCURSIONS

Visit to Zoo:
Children of the Academy School visited Karachi Zoo in the month of November and December. It was an informative and exciting trip for the students. Children were so amazed to see the animals in real which was the first experience for most of the students.

Dolphin Show:
Students of The Academy school explored their splashing experience at the dolphin show in the month of November. It was fun filled experience to see the giant sea animals performing in a variety of ways. It was really a great day for them.

Movie Watch:
Students of The Academy had a fun filled profound learning experience at Karachi International Children’s Film Festival at Cinepax, City Auditorium on 19th of October 2016. Short movies taught our students significant life lessons, essential for a sound upbringing of the children.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Oath Taking Ceremony:
The Oath taking ceremony for The Academy students’ council 2016-17 was held in the month of September 2016. Council members took the oath to serve the school to the best of their abilities and fulfill duties with sincerity and commitment.

Earthquake Evacuation Day:
To ensure preparedness for earthquake and to offer practice of what to do during earthquake. The academy executed a shakeout Drill. This drill reinforced three steps of DROP COVER, and HOLD to ensure safety during the trembling of the earth. The students also practiced the safe evacuation from the building.

Parental Orientation Meeting:
The Academy held its Orientation Day for the newly enrolled students. During the session, the parents were informed of the mission, vision and policies of the school. The attendees were introduced to the several facilities that are an integral part of the Academy. The parents were also given a guided tour to the school so that they become familiar with the school's environment.

Robotics and Mind Math Session:
The Academy organized Mind Math Sessions by RoboticsLab into regular math classes to generate a need for scientific education among our students. The great step was taken by the director of the Academy to strengthen and reinforce conventional learning through STEM Education Skills among the Academians.

Botanical Garden at Karachi University:
Plants are essential for the balance of nature and in people’s lives. To explore different kinds of plants in natural habitat, students of grave IV, V, and VI of The Academy Gulshan Campus II visited Botanical garden at karachi University, this exposure catered to the curiosity of the students and helped them to understand the importance of plants and how deforestation effects global warming.
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